Abstract-Since the proposal of turbo codes in 1993, many studies have appeared on this simple and new type of codes which give a powerful and practical performance of error correction. Although experimental results strongly support the efficacy of turbo codes, further theoretical analysis is necessary, which is not straightforward. It is pointed out that the iterative decoding algorithm of turbo codes shares essentially similar ideas with low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, with Pearl's belief propagation algorithm applied to a cyclic belief diagram, and with the Bethe approximation in statistical physics. Therefore, the analysis of the turbo decoding algorithm will reveal the mystery of those similar iterative methods. In this paper, we recapture and extend the geometrical framework initiated by Richardson to the information geometrical framework of dual affine connections, focusing on both of the turbo and LDPC decoding algorithms. The framework helps our intuitive understanding of the algorithms and opens a new prospect of further analysis. We reveal some properties of these codes in the proposed framework, including the stability and error analysis. Based on the error analysis, we finally propose a correction term for improving the approximation.
by Gallager [3] , [4] and were rediscovered by MacKay [5] . Other methods have been found even in different fields, such as artificial intelligence and statistical physics. McEliece et al. showed that the turbo decoding algorithm is equivalent to Pearl's belief propagation algorithm [6] , applied to a belief diagram with loops [7] , and MacKay demonstrated that the LDPC decoding algorithm (the sum-product algorithm) is also equivalent to the belief propagation algorithm [5] , while Kabashima and Saad pointed out that the iterative process of the Bethe approximation in statistical physics is the same as that of the belief propagation algorithm [8] [9] [10] (see also Yedidia et al. [11] ). Although these results have shown that the turbo decoding algorithm shares the same idea with these methods, the efficacies of them are not fully understood theoretically, either.
Recently, some pathways for theoretical analysis of the decoding algorithms have been shown. One is the geometrical framework of the turbo decoding algorithm initiated by Richardson [12] . The existence of fixed points, a condition of the fixed point to be unique, and its local stability are studied in this framework. Another pathway is the density evolution [13] applied to the LDPC decoding algorithm. The density evolution describes the time evolution of message distribution. The prospects of these studies are promising, and further studies along these approaches are necessary.
In this paper, we propose not only a new interpretation of the geometrical framework, but also an extension of it, with the help of information geometry [14] , [15] . Information geometry studies intrinsic geometrical structures existing in families of probability distributions by using the two dual criteria of geometrical flatness (exponential or -flatness and mixture or -flatness) coupled with the Fisher information metric. We build a unified information-geometrical framework to analyze the decoding algorithms of turbo and LDPC codes, which helps our intuitive understanding. The framework is general so that main results are applicable to related iterative algorithms.
The ideal goal of turbo and LDPC decoding is the maximization of the posterior marginals (MPM), which achieves the minimum bit-error rate. However, since the exact MPM decoding is computationally intractable, it is approximated with iterative methods. The unified geometrical structure of the algorithms is elucidated by means of the -and -projections in information geometry together with the generalized Pythagorean theorem. Here, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, the Fisher information, and the skewness tensor play fundamental roles. The equilibrium of the iterative algorithms is analyzed and its local stability condition is given in information-geometrical terms. These are not only a new We further analyze the accuracy of soft-decoding results of the iterative decoding algorithms in terms of the -and -curvatures. Hard-decoding results are of primary interest in many studies, but for some applications, such as multiple-user applications [16] [17] [18] [19] , the accuracy of soft-decoding results is also important. In this paper, the error will be given by asymptotic expansion, so that the terms can be used to improve the results. We give an explicit algorithm for the improvement. The error analysis also gives insights into a design principle of LDPC codes, and shows why LDPC codes work so well. We finally touch upon the "free energy" in the statistical physics approach [10] , [11] .
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we give the original schemes of turbo and LDPC codes. The basic strategy of the MPM decoding is given in Section III. Section IV introduces information geometry. Sections V and VI describe the information geometry of turbo and LDPC decodings, respectively. Decoding errors are analyzed in Section VII, and, finally, conclusion is given with some discussions for future perspectives in Section IX.
II. ORIGINAL DEFINITIONS OF TURBO AND LDPC CODES

A. Turbo Codes
1) Encoding:
The idea of turbo codes is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Let , be the information bits to be transmitted. We assume a binary-symmetric channel (BSC) with bit-error rate , and it is easy to generalize the results to any memoryless channel (see Appendix I). Turbo codes use two encoders, Encoders 1 and 2 in the figure, which generate two sets of parity bits in the encoding process. We denote them by and , , . Each set of parity bits , , is a function of and is represented as when an explicit expression is necessary. The set of these codes are transmitted through the BSC, and a receiver observes their noisy version, , , , . 2) Decoding: Turbo codes handle the case where the direct decoding with as a single set of parity bits is intractable, while the soft decoding with each of , is tractable. Two decoders are used for the decoding, Decoders 1 and 2 in the figure. Decoder 1 infers the original information bits from , and Decoder 2 does the same from . The inferences of these two decoders may differ initially, and a better inference is searched for through iterative information exchanges. Let us define the following variables corresponding to the marginal log-likelihood ratios (see, for example, [12] , [20] ) with the use of the conditional probabilities and ,
Here, the factor is introduced to have consistency with our framework, and the function is calculated efficiently by Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [21] . The turbo decoding algorithm makes use of two slack variables, and , called the "extrinsic variables," for exchanging information between the decoders. The algorithm is given as follows. Its meaning will be explained later from the geometrical point of view.
Turbo Decoding (Original) 1) Set and . 2) Calculate from (1) and update as follows:
3) Calculate from (1) and update as follows: 4) Iterate 2 and 3 by increasing by one, until Ideally, steps 2 and step 3 would be iterated until convergence is achieved, but in practice, the number of iterations is fixed at less than 20. Fig. 2 illustrates the structure of LDPC codes. Let , , be the information bits. Although we use notations different from those of turbo codes, it will soon become clear that the problems are formulated in a unified view, i.e., estimating from an observed . To compose the generator and parity-check matrices, two sparse matrices, and , are prepared where is invertible in the modulo arithmetic. They are shared by the sender and the receiver. The parity-check matrix is where . The generator matrix is given by where is an identity matrix of size . The codeword is generated from as
B. LDPC Codes
1) Encoding:
From the definition of , the first bits of are identical to , and is sent through a channel. We also assume a BSC with bit-error rate . Codeword is disturbed and received as . Let , be the noise vector, and the received codeword is LDPC decoding estimates noise vector , which yields an estimate of , since is given by the first bits of . In the decoding process, the parity-check matrix is used; it satisfies the equality . The syndrome vector is calculated by using . When the noise vector is , the syndrome is When is the observed syndrome, the decoding problem is to estimate that satisfies . 2) Decoding: Detailed descriptions of the iterative decoding algorithm for LDPC codes are found elsewhere [3] , [5] , and we describe it briefly here. The decoding algorithm consists of two steps: the "horizontal step" and the "vertical step," which are iterated alternately. A set of probability distributions is updated in each step, that is, and respectively, where for pairs of indexes , , , such that . The quantity represents a guess of the probability that is observed when , where the distribution of other than is assumed to be given by . The sum of and is not necessarily , but it is normalized for simplicity. The quantity is a guess of the probability of to be when is observed. The updating rule is described as follows.
LDPC Decoding (Original)
Initialization 
A. Unified View of Turbo and LDPC Decoding
The goal for both of turbo and LDPC decodings is MPM decoding. We first define the MPM decoding in a unified setting, and its specific form in each of turbo and LDPC decodings is explained in Sections III-A-C. For the remainder of the paper, we use the bipolar, i.e., , expression for each bit , , , and rather than the binary . The decoding problem is generally solved based on the posterior distribution of conditioned on the observed codeword or syndrome vector, i.e., in turbo codes and in LDPC codes. The posterior distribution of is expressed as (2) where consists of the linear terms of ; , , contain higher order interactions of , and the terms depend on the observed information, , . In the case of turbo codes, , and and represent interactions in each of the two decoders, while in the case of LDPC codes, represents each parity bit. In the general graphical model, they correspond to cliques. We assume for . Decoding is to estimate the information bits based on . One natural approach is the MPM decoding. The MPM estimator minimizes the expected number of wrong bits in the decoded word. The MPM decoding in the bipolar case is achieved by taking the expectation of with respect to . Let be the expectation of , and be the decoded MPM estimator. Then (3) where works in a bitwise manner. The gives the "soft decoding," and the sign of each soft bit gives the "hard decoding" .
Let be the marginal distribution of one component in , and let denote the operator of the marginalization that maps to a factorizable distribution having the same marginal distributions
The soft bit depends only on the marginal distribution . Since is a Bernoulli distribution, has a one-to-one correspondence to . Therefore, the soft decoding is equivalent to the marginalization of . The marginalization of generally needs summation over all possible but one , and it is computationally not tractable in the case of turbo and LDPC codes, where the length of is more than a few hundred. Instead of marginalizing the entire in (2), we make use of simple submodels ,
where is the normalization factor. Each includes only one nonlinear term , and the linear part of is adjusted further through , which takes the effect of the other 's, into account by approximating them by the linear term . We thus have component decoders, each of which decodes , . The parameter plays the role of a window through which information from the other decoders, , is exchanged. The idea is to adjust through iterative information exchange to approximate the overall with . We assume that the marginalization or the soft decoding is tractable for any .
B. Turbo Decoding
In this subsection, the concrete forms of (2) and (4) for turbo codes are derived. In turbo codes, the receiver observes a noisy version of as . We can easily derive the following relation from the assumption of a memoryless channel:
The Bayes posterior distribution is defined with a prior distribution of . In this paper, we consider the (5) is rewritten as where is the normalization factor. This distribution corresponds to in (2) , where . In the turbo decoding algorithm, each of the two constituent decoders marginalizes its own posterior distribution of derived from , where a prior distribution of the form is used for taking information from the other decoder. The vectors , correspond to the extrinsic variables in the original turbo decoding algorithm, that is, and . The prior distribution is a factorizable distribution in which the guess of the other decoder is represented. The posterior distribution of the decoder is defined as Here, is the normalization factor which is a function of . It is clear that plays the role of a window of information exchange, and that the information is used as a prior. This distribution is of the form of (4).
C. LDPC Decoding
We reformulate the LDPC decoding problem in this subsection. The vectors , , , , and are treated in the bipolar form, while and are still in the binary, i.e., , form. Note that in the binary form corresponds to in the bipolar form, and vice versa. Each bit of a syndrome vector is written as a higher order correlational product of in the bipolar form, that is, as a monomial in where are elements of the parity-check matrix . We now consider the "softened" probability distribution of conditioned on (6) In this paper, we discuss the "soft constraint" which infers based on the probability distribution in (6) where a positive-real number is finite. More precisely, the MPM decoding is carried out by using obtained from (6) . However, the LDPC decoding algorithm generally uses the "hard constraint" which searches for the that exactly satisfies the parity-check equations As becomes larger, the probability is concentrated on satisfying , and the "soft constraint" approaches the "hard constraint." See Appendix II for an analysis on how hard decoding results depend on . Empirical studies have shown that the "soft constraint" with a fixed has sufficiently good performance [5] . The reason we introduce a finite is to keep strictly positive for any . This is necessary to build a common information-geometrical framework for turbo and LDPC decodings (see Section IV-A).
Note that noise is bitwise independent, and that its error rate is given by . Consequently, we have the prior distribution (7) As a result, the Bayes posterior distribution becomes This is equivalent to in (2). In the horizontal and vertical steps of the LDPC decoding algorithm, marginalization is carried out based on distribution , which is calculated from and prior . The parameter specifying the prior is obtained through the window for taking information from the other decoders . We have This coincides with the formulation in (4). The above argument shows that the LDPC decoding problem falls into the general framework given in Section III-A.
IV. INFORMATION GEOMETRY OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
The preliminaries from information geometry [14] , [15] are given in this section.
A. Manifolds of Probability Distributions: -Flat and -Flat Submanifolds
Consider the family of all the probability distributions over . We denote it by , i.e., This is the set of all the distributions over atoms . The family has degrees of freedom and is a -dimensional manifold belonging to the exponential family [15] , [22] .
In order to prove this, we introduce random variables when otherwise where Any is expanded as (8) where which shows is parameterized by variables . Since , the family has degrees of freedom. Similarly, is expanded as
Since there are degrees of freedom, we set and rewrite (8) as where This shows is an exponential family whose natural, or canonical, coordinate system is .
The expectations of random variables are They form another coordinate system of that specifies
Since is an exponential family, it naturally has two affine structures: the exponential-or -affine structure and the mixture-or -affine structure. These structures were also adopted implicitly by Richardson [12] without resorting to the Riemannian structure and duality, stated in the following. When manifold is regarded as an affine space in , it is -affine, and gives the -affine coordinate system. Similarly, when manifold is regarded as an affine space in , it is -affine, and gives the -affine coordinate system. They are dually coupled with respect to the Riemannian structure given by the Fisher information matrix, which will be introduced later.
First, we define the -flat and -flat submanifolds of .
-flat submanifold: Submanifold is said to be -flat, when the following belongs to for all , , :
where is the normalization factor. Obviously, is an exponential family connecting two distributions, and . In particular, when an -flat submanifold is a one-dimensional curve, it is called an -geodesic. The above is the -geodesic connecting and . In terms of the -affine coordinates, , a submanifold is -flat when it is linear in . -flat submanifold:
Submanifold is said to be -flat when the following mixture belongs to for all , , :
When an -flat submanifold is a one-dimensional curve, it is called an -geodesic. Hence, the above mixture family is the -geodesic connecting them. In terms of the -affine coordinates, , a submanifold is -flat when it is linear in .
B. Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence, Fisher Metric, and Generalized Pythagorean Theorem
Manifold has a Riemannian metric given by the Fisher information matrix . We begin with the KL divergence , defined by
The KL divergence satisfies , and when and only when holds for every . Although symmetry does not hold generally, it is regarded as an asymmetric squared distance.
Consider two nearby distributions and , specified by coordinates and in any coordinate system. From the Taylor expansion, their KL divergence is given by the quadratic form where is the Fisher information matrix defined by where represents the gradient operator (differentiation with respect to the components of ). When the squared distance of a small line element starting from is given by the quadratic form the space is called a Riemannian manifold with the Riemannian metric tensor , which is a positive-definite matrix depending on . In the present case, the Fisher information matrix plays the role of the Riemannian metric . Hence, the infinitesimal KL divergence is regarded as a half the squared Riemannian distance.
The Riemannian metric, giving a definition of the inner product to the tangent spaces, also defines the orthogonality of two intersecting curves. Let and be two curves intersecting at , that is, . The tangent vectors of the curves at are represented by and by using the coordinates, where . The two curves are said to be orthogonal at their intersection when their inner product with respect to the Riemannian metric vanishes Now we state the generalized Pythagoras theorem and the projection theorem, which hold in a general dually flat manifold [15] , and show the dual nature of the -and -structures with the Riemannian metric.
Theorem 1:
Let , , and be three distributions in . When the -geodesic connecting and is orthogonal at to the -geodesic connecting and , the following relation holds:
Next we define the -projection. The -projection is also defined in a dual manner, by replacing with , but we do not state the details here.
Definition 1:
Let be an -flat submanifold in , and let . The point in that minimizes the KL divergence from to is denoted by and is called the -projection of to .
Finally, the -projection theorem follows.
Theorem 2:
Let be an -flat submanifold in , and let . The -projection of to is unique and given by the point in such that the -geodesic connecting and is orthogonal to at this point.
C. Legendre Transformation and Local Structure
Let be the -affine coordinate system of . Every exponential family has the form The function is a convex function which is called the cumulant-generating function in statistics, and the free energy in statistical physics. The -affine coordinate system is given by its gradient , where is the gradient operator. There is a dualistic structure described by the Legendre transformation; the dual potential is given by and is the negative of the Shannon entropy
The Fisher information matrix is given by the second derivative of , , which is positive definite. We have shown that the square of the local distance is given by
The third derivative of the potential , , is called the skewness tensor. It is a symmetric tensor of order three, and its components are calculated as where denotes expectation with respect to . The KL divergence is expanded as where in the component form. This shows the local asymmetry of the KL divergence
The skewness tensor plays a fundamental role in the analysis of decoding error.
D. Important Submanifolds and Marginalization
Now, we consider a submanifold in which every joint distribution is decomposed as All the bits of are independent for every distribution in . Since each bit takes one of , is a Bernoulli distribution, and belongs to an exponential family of the form
The submanifold is -dimensional, with its -affine coordinate system , which are the natural or canonical parameters in . The other parameter ( -affine coordinate system) is the expectation parameter defined by This is equivalent to the soft decoding in (3). There is a simple one-to-one correspondence between and We use the new coordinates as a coordinate system of , in which information from the constituent decoders is integrated.
We define the expectation parameter as , which is another coordinate system of and is dual to (10) Next, we consider the submanifold primarily responsible for only one . The submanifold, , ( for turbo codes), is defined by Here, is the -affine coordinate system or the natural parameters of through which information of the other decoders is integrated.
is also an -flat submanifold of . However, and , , because includes higher order correlations of and . The expectation parameter for is defined as (11) We show that the soft decoding is the -projection to of the posterior distribution. Let us consider the -projection of to . The derivative of with respect to is By the definition of the -projection, this vanishes at the projected point. Hence, the -affine coordinate of the projected point is given by , which shows that the -projection of does not change the expectation of . This is equivalent to the soft decoding defined in (3) (Fig. 3) .
V. INFORMATION GEOMETRY OF TURBO DECODING
The goal of turbo decoding is to obtain a good approximation to the MPM decoding for . Although obtaining the -projection of to is not tractable, evaluation of the -projection of any distribution , to is tractable with the BCJR algorithm. Since each , , is derived from and a prior , we can describe turbo decoding as a method to approximate the -projection of to by evaluating the prior of iteratively and projecting to .
A. Information-Geometrical Definition of Turbo Decoding
We rewrite the turbo decoding algorithm in Section II-A in the information-geometrical framework. It is convenient to use an adequate -affine coordinate system of for the -projection of to . Let denote the coordinates of corresponding to the -projected distribution To clarify this procedure, we introduce three auxiliary parameters , , and where and are equivalent to the extrinsic parameters in Section II-A. The intuition behind this framework is as follows. Each of the higher order correlation terms, or , is included only in Decoder 1 or Decoder 2, respectively. Decoders 1 and 2 calculate, using the -projection, the linear approximations and of and , and send messages and to the other decoders. In the interactive procedures, Decoder 1 forms the distribution , in which the nonlinear effect other than (that is, in the turbo decoding case of ) is replaced by the estimate , which is equal to the message sent from Decoder 2. In the general case of , summarizes all the messages from the other decoders. The same explanation holds for Decoder 2. The total linear estimate to the overall higher order term is given by . The idea of the turbo decoding is schematically shown in Fig. 4 . The projected distribution is written as
B. Equilibrium of Turbo Decoding
Assume that the decoding algorithm converges to a distribution , where is used to denote the equilibrium point. The distribution is the approximation of the -projection of to . The estimated parameter satisfies and from the definition of the algorithm. The converged distributions , , and satisfy the following two conditions: 1) -condition:
The -condition can be rewritten with the expectation parameter defined in (10) and (11) as
In order to give an information-geometrical view of these conditions, we define two submanifolds in . The first is the -flat submanifold , which we call the equimarginal submanifold, attached to each . It is defined by
The expectation of is equal to for any . Hence, the -projection of any to coin- This discussion is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 3:
At the equilibrium of the turbo decoding algorithm, , , and belong to the equimarginal submanifold , while its -flat version includes , , , and . ) is the equilibrium of turbo decoding. The discrepancy between two submanifolds causes the decoding error.
The theorem shows the information-geometrical structure of the equilibrium point. If includes , gives the MPM decoding based on , since the soft decoding of is equivalent to the -projection of to , and is orthogonal to at . However, since the -flatness and the -flatness do not coincide in general, does not necessarily include , while its -flat version includes instead of . This shows that turbo decoding approximates MPM decoding by replacing the -flat manifold with the -flat manifold . It should be noted that is not the -projection of to either, because is not necessarily orthogonal to . When it is orthogonal, it minimizes the KL divergence , , which gives the naive mean field approximation [23] , [24] . The replacement of the -projection by the -projection shares a similar idea of the mean field approximation [10] , [23] [24] [25] [26] . Generally, there is a discrepancy between and , which causes a decoding error (Fig. 6 ). This suggests a possibility of a new method to improve the iterative decoding. We will study this in Section VII.
C. Local Stability Analysis of the Equilibrium Point
We discuss the local stability condition in this subsection. Let be the Fisher information matrix of , and be that of , . Since they belong to the exponential family, we have the following relations:
Note that is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are In order to discuss the local stability, we give a sufficiently small perturbation to and apply one step of the decoding procedure. Let be the parameter after one step of the turbo decoding algorithm. From Step This theorem coincides with the result of Richardson [12] .
VI. INFORMATION GEOMETRY OF LDPC DECODING
A. Information Geometry of Decoding Process
The LDPC decoding algorithm in Section II-B is rewritten in the information-geometrical framework as follows.
LDPC decoding (information geometrical view)
Initialization Here, is a message from decoder that expresses the contribution of , and integrates all the messages. Each decoder summarizes the information from all the other decoders in the form of the prior . For turbo decoding, is equal to , and and . Therefore, (12) and (13) are both equivalent to (15) . The main difference between the turbo and LDPC decodings is that the turbo decoding updates sequentially, while the LDPC decoding updates them simultaneously.
B. Equilibrium and Stability
The equilibrium of the LDPC decoding algorithm satisfies the following two conditions: 1) -condition:
which can be rewritten with the expectation parameters as 2) -condition:
Theorem 3 holds for the LDPC decoding, in which the definitions of submanifold must be extended as follows:
normalization factor where is defined as
At the converged point, is included in , which can be proved by setting ,
The preceding equation proves that Theorem 3 holds for the LDPC decoding. We next show the local stability condition for the LDPC decoding. Consider a case in which a sufficiently small perturbation is added to the equilibrium:
. The next state after a vertical step and a horizontal step is denoted by . After the perturbation is added, the vertical step gives , where
Following the horizontal step, we have
The local stability condition of the LDPC decoding is summarized as follows. The local stability condition generally depends on the syndrome vector . However, intuitively speaking, if , all the eigenvalues of are small, which leads to a stable and quick convergence. When the final guess by the decoder is close to the integrated guess by , it is expected that . From simulations of LDPC codes, we observe good convergence in many cases which implies . This property originates from the sparsity of the parity-check matrix.
VII. ANALYSIS OF DECODING ERRORS
A. Framework of Error Analysis
We have described the information-geometrical framework of the decoding algorithms and have shown how the MPM decoding is approximated by these decoding algorithms. In this section, we analyze the error of the approximation and give a correction term for improving the approximation [27] , [28] . We also provide an explanation why the sparsity,i.e., low density, of the parity-check matrix has an advantage.
For the following discussion, we define an extended family of distributions by using two sets of parameters:
and .
The family is a -dimensional exponential family. The manifolds and are submanifolds of since and , where is the unit vector It also includes , when we set and
We denote the expectation parameter of by , which is given by
B. Analysis of Equimarginal Submanifold
Let be the distributions included in the equimarginal submanifold , where
This constraint makes an implicit function of , which is denoted by . Note that . More precisely for any . We analyze how changes from as changes from and finally becomes . In the following, we resort to the perturbation analysis and evaluate the derivatives of up to the second order. We start by introducing the derivative along (16) The structural quantities and are the parts of the Fisher information matrix of , because . We use the index notation in which suffixes and are for and and are for . In the component form, and are defined as Note that at , . From (16), , and we have (17) which gives the first-order derivative. We defined as the negative of it. Similarly, from we have (18) where More explicitly, by using the index notation, we have By replacing in (18) with the result of (17), we get
We evaluate and at and approximate with the second-order Taylor series expansion with respect to around the point. The differential operator at is written as
In the component form, it is
Following some calculations, we have
We denote the component of by . Note that while . The second-order approximation of around is given by By plugging into the formula, we have (19) which shows the point at which intersects the submodels . Since is given by , is related to the discrepancy of and the iterative decoding result. This result is based on the perturbation analysis, justification of which is outlined below. When is small, the Taylor expansion for function is
When we rescale
In our analysis of iterative decoding, corresponds to , where the th derivative is of order . We have assumed that the effects of are small, and we take the expansion with respect to in terms of . We finally set , and the results are valid in the above sense.
So far, we have only considered the -condition in order to obtain the perturbation expansion of . However, in view of the small-expansion described above, as well as the -condition, itself is a small quantity. This is because the "true" posterior tends to as , so that the iterative decoding result should also tends to in the limit . In order to obtain the expansion which readily shows that is a small quantity in the sense mentioned above, we invoke the -condition, which is expressed as (20) In order to conclude our analysis of the decoding error based on perturbation analysis, we consider two distributions
Note that and Let , , be included in . From the result of (19) , is approximated in the power series of This gives the approximation of as Hence, from (20) , satisfies
Consider another distribution which is included in . Note that and that is included in . As increases from to , becomes , and generally , which means is generally not included in . From the result of (19), we have (22) From (21) and (22), we have From the Taylor expansion, we have (23) Note that is the expectation of with respect to which is equivalent to the soft decoding based on . Therefore, (23) shows the difference between the ultimate goal of the decoding and the result of the iterative decoding.
We summarize the above analysis as follows.
Theorem 6:
Let be the expectation of with respect to , and be the expectation with respect to the distribution obtained by the iterative decoding. Then, is approximated by the decoding result as follows:
C. Remark on
We remark here that the error term is related to the curvature of without giving details about the definition of theand -curvatures. See Amari and Nagaoka [15] for the mathematical details. We have shown that is -flat. This implies that the embedding -curvature tensor vanishes; that is, On the other hand, is not -flat, so the embedding -curvature is given by Its covariant version is given by which shows that the error term is directly related to the -curvature of .
VIII. IMPROVING DECODING ERRORS FOR LDPC CODES
A. Structural Terms
The terms are given by the structural tensors and at . For LDPC codes, they are given by where denotes the expectation with respect to , and Because the 's are independent with respect to , the following relations hold and are used for further calculation: when when where when when .
The explicit forms of and are given in Appendix III.
B. Algorithm to Calculate Correction Term
From the result of Theorem 6, the soft-decoded is improved by By calculating for (see Appendix IV), we give the algorithm to calculate correction term as follows.
1) Calculate
2) Given , search for the pair which includes , that is, and . Calculate (25) 3) Given , search for the pair such that and . Calculate (26) 4) The correction term is given by summing up over all in the above two cases.
The summation in (25) runs over , and that in (26) runs over . Thus, when the parity-check matrix is designed such that, for any and holds for at most one , that is, any two columns of the paritycheck matrix have at most one overlapping positions of , all the principal terms of the correction vanish [29] , which leads to the following theorem for LDPC codes.
Theorem 7:
The principal term of the decoding error vanishes when parity-check matrix has no pair of columns with an overlap of more than once.
It is believed [5] that the average probability of a decoding error is small when any two columns of parity-check matrix do not have an overlap of more than once. Intuitively, this avoidance prevents loops with length from appearing in the graphical representation. Results of many experiments indicate that short loops are harmful for iterative decodings; that is, they worsen the decoding errors. Our result in Theorem 7 analytically supports this indication: the principal term of the decoding error vanishes when the parity-check matrix is sparse and there are no two columns with an overlap of more than once. Loops longer than do not contribute to the decoding error at least via the principal term (although they may have effects via higher order terms). Many LDPC codes have been designed to satisfy this criterion [5] . The analysis presented here can be extended in a straightforward manner to higher order perturbation analysis in order to quantify these effects.
It should be noted that our approach is different from the approaches commonly used to analyze the properties of iterative decoders since we do not consider any ensemble of codes. Typical reasoning found in the literature (e.g., [4] ) is first to consider an ensemble of random parity-check matrices and show that the probability (over the ensemble) of short loops in the associated graph decreases to zero as the code length tends to infinity while the column and row weights are kept finite. This means that the behavior of iterative decoders for codes with longer loops is the same as that in the loop-free case. The statistical-mechanical approach to performance analysis of Gallager-type codes [30] also assumes random ensembles. Our analysis, on the other hand, does not assume ensembles but allows the evaluation of the performance of the iterative decoders with any single instance of a the parity-check matrix with a finite code length.
IX. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have discussed the mechanism of iterative decoding algorithms from the information-geometrical viewpoint. We built a framework for analyzing the algorithms and used it to reveal their basic properties.
The problem of the turbo and LDPC decodings is summarized as a unified problem of marginalizing the probability distribution in (2) . This problem is common to the belief propagation for the loopy belief diagram in artificial intelligence [7] and the Bethe approximation in statistical physics [9] [10] [11] . In all of them, the direct marginalization of is intractable, and only the marginalization of partial distributions , , in (4), is possible. The marginalization of is approximated through iterative processes of adjusting , marginalizing , and integrating them into the approximated parameter . Both of the decoding algorithms were redefined with the information-geometrical terms, and the conditions of the equilibrium were derived. They revealed an intuitive information-geometrical meaning of the equilibrium point, which is summarized in Theorem 3. In the information-geometrical terms, the ideal goal is to have the cross section of and an -flat submanifold including : however, instead of , an -flat manifold is used to obtain the decoding result. A new prospect arose from the theorem: the discrepancy between and gives the decoding error.
The principal term of the discrepancy was obtained through perturbation analysis, which is summarized in Theorem 6. The decoding error was given in (24) , and the correction term gives a method for improving the existing decoding algorithms. Moreover, since the correction term strongly depends on the encoders, it gives a new suggestion for designing the codes. We have done the perturbation analysis up to the second order, and it is possible to extend it to higher order analysis in a straightforward fashion.
We also derived the local stability conditions in Theorems 4 and 5. Although Theorem 4 coincides with the results of Richardson [12] , Theorem 5 presents a new result for the local stability condition of LDPC codes. The global convergence property is another issue [31] which is one of our future works.
The belief propagation algorithm is not directly connected to the gradient method of minimizing a cost function. It has been pointed out that the final result is at the critical point of the Bethe free energy [10] , [11] .
For and , we define the following function of and :
The first term is rewritten as
The second term is rewritten as These three equations give Since is a constant, we neglect it and redefine as When the , the last term vanishes, and this function with either constraint or coincides with the free energy introduced by Kabashima and Saad [10] from the statistical physical viewpoint.
The advantage of the information-geometrical framework lies in its generality. The framework is common not only to turbo and LDPC codes, but is also generally valid for the Bethe approximation, the belief propagation applied to a loopy belief diagram, and its variants such as tree reparameterization (TRP) [32] . We have used this framework to integrate the statistical-mechanical method and an interesting idea of the convex concave computational procedure (CCCP) algorithm [33] in a separate paper [34] . Another important extension will be found when we use different models of channels. It is easy to extend the result for any memoryless channel (see Appendix I), and by employing more complicated channels, which is one of our future works, we can derive wide varieties of the turbo and the LDPC type decoding algorithms.
This study is a first step toward information-geometrical understanding of turbo and LDPC codes. By using the framework presented in this paper, we expect that further understanding will occur and new improvements will emerge.
APPENDIX I EXTENSION TO GENERAL MEMORYLESS CHANNEL
The information-geometrical framework in this paper can be easily extended to the case where the channel is a general binary-input memoryless channel, which includes various important channels, such as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and Laplace channels. We show that the Bayes posterior distribution is expressed in the form of (2) for turbo codes. Its extension to LDPC codes is also simple.
The information bits and two sets of parity bits are transmitted through a memoryless channel. The receiver observes their noisy version as . Since the channel is memoryless the following relation holds: (27) The Bayes posterior with the uniform prior is (28) For memoryless channels, each conditional distribution on the right-hand side of (27) is formulated as (29) for . Let us view as a function of , where is fixed. By defining as is rewritten as (30) Note that is a function of . We can also rewrite as follows: (31) where From (29)-(31), we can rewrite (28) as (32) which has the identical form to (2) , where and Other distributions and are also expressed with and , which shows the information-geometrical framework is valid for general binary-input memoryless channels.
Finally, we give practical form of and for an AWGN channel. Let the noise variance of an AWGN channel be and becomes
Since holds, it becomes
Following the same line for , the Bayes posterior with the uniform prior is which is identical to (32) .
APPENDIX II SOFT CONSTRAINT AND HARD CONSTRAINT
The LDPC decoding was reformulated with a positive real number in Section III-C. Since the "soft constraint" defined with a finite differs from the "hard constraint," it is important to discuss the influence of on the hard decoding results. In this appendix, we show both constraints give the same harddecoding result for a sufficiently large but finite .
The posterior probability of conditional to in (6) is rewritten as Let be the expectation of with respect to and be the hard-decoding result
The ultimate goal of the LDPC decoding based on the "hard constraint" is to calculate defined as If holds for a finite , both constraints give the same hard-decoding result.
Let us define as a set of which satisfy . As , concentrates on , and is redefined as Now, is rewritten as (33) A component of is different from that of , when the second term in (33) dominates the first term with the opposite sign. Such a case cannot occur if (34) where is the smallest absolute value of the components of .
A. Strict Bound
Since for and from (34) , is guaranteed for , where is defined as
Here, is the prior of defined in (7) . Roughly speaking, as increases, becomes negligible, and is proportional to , and the positive number grows in proportion to .
B. Approximate Stochastic Bound of for Large and
We show by probabilistic arguments that a finite , not increasing in proportion to , is sufficient to guarantee that a component of is equal to that of , when and are large. Let be the set of the typical sequences of the cardinality of which is , where is the probability of each bit to be flipped through the BSC and is the entropy. It is known [5] that, when is large, with probability almost equal to , the vector satisfying the "hard constraint" exists uniquely in . Let be the vector and .
In the following, we neglect terms of relatively exponentially small order, , by stating "except for small order terms." We can rewrite (34) as (35) Here, the summation is taken only for by neglecting exponentially small order terms, and is used. Now, we evaluate . We consider a regular LDPC code, where of the parity-check matrix is randomly chosen and nonzero elements per row in are fixed to . Since it is when the number of , , is even, and when it is odd. Let and be the probability of and , respectively. Then, we can easily write the probabilities which stay to be finite as . Since and are typical sequences, when is small, the probability that does not include those for which is given by The probability that the number of is two is much smaller. Hence, for a sufficiently small Because of the law of large numbers Now, we rewrite (35) as where is the number of typical sequences. This shows that when the probability that a component of is different from that of is negligibly small. When and are small, this reduces to Since and are of the same order, the right-hand side does not grow with .
APPENDIX III EXPLICIT FORMS OF AND
Metric Tensor for :
which is the diagonal matrix ; 
